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1, INTR~DuC~ON 
In this paper we shall consider the differential equation 
Y (“) = f(x, y, y’,..., y’“-1’). (1) 
With respect o (l), two conditions which we will assume are 
(A) f(x, Y, 7 YZ ,..-, Y,) is continuous on (a, b) X R”. 
(B) Solutions of initial value problems for (1) are unique. 
Motivated by the idea of right disfocality of a linear nth order differential 
operator given by Muldowney [ 11, we shall be concerned with uniqueness of 
solutions of (1) which satisfy boundary conditions of the form 
y”-l’(X,) = yi, 1 <i<n, 
where x1 <x, Q .a. <x,. For related results in the linear case where 
x1 = . . . =x,<x,+,=.*-=x,, see, for example, Nehari [2], Peterson [3], 
and Elias [4,5 1. To be more definite, we define what is meant by a right 
(m 1 ,..., m,)-focal point boundary value problem for (1) on an interval I. 
DEFINITION. Let 2 < r Q n and let m,, 1 < i < r, be positive integers uch 
that C;= 1 m1 = n. Let s, = 0 and for 1 < k Q r, let sk = C:=, m,. A boundary 
value problem of the form 
Y (PI) = j-(x, y, y’,..., y(“-l)), 
Y”‘W = Yib.7 s,-,<i<s,-l,l<k<r, 
where x,E I and x, < ... < xr, will be called a right (m, ,..., m,)-focal point 
boundary value problem for (1) on I. 
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The result which we establish here concerning the uniqueness of solutions 
of right (m, ,..., m,)-focal point boundary value problems for (1) on an open 
interval (a, b), when they exist, was motivated by the uniqueness result 
concerning k-point conjugate boundary value problems for (1) proved by 
Jackson [6]. We obtain an analogous result to the one in that paper. Further 
reason for considering such a result is that in some cases uniqueness of 
solutions of boundary value problems implies the existence of solutions; for 
example, see Hartman [7,8] and Klaasen [9]. Whereas in [6] it is assumed 
that each n-point conjugate boundary value problem for (1) has at most one 
solution, we will assume, in our setting, the condition: 
(C) Each right (1, l,..., 1)-focal point boundary value problem for (1) 
on (a, b) has at most one solution. 
2. THE THEOREM 
The method of proof, in several of the cases, employs the Brouwer 
invariance of domain theorem [ 10, p. 1561. 
THEOREM. Assume that each right (1, l,..., l)-foculpoint boundary value 
problem for (1) on (a, b) has at most one solution. Then given r, 
2<r<n- 1, each right (ml,..., m,)-focal point boundary value problem for 
(1) on (a, b) has at most one solution. 
Proof: Assume that the conclusion is false. Then for some 2 < k < n - 1, 
some right (m,,..., m&-focal point boundary value problem for (1) on (a, b) 
has at least two distinct solutions. Let r = max (2 Q k < n - 1 ] some right 
Cm I ,..., m,)-focal point boundary value problem for (1) on (a, b) has at least 
two distinct solutions}. Hence there are points a < x, < . . . < x, < b and 
distinct solutions y(x) and z(x) of (1) such that 
y”‘(x,) = z(‘yx ) k, s,-,<i<s,-1, I<k<r. 
Let (a, o) G (a, b) be the intersection of the respective maximal intervals of 
existence for y(x) and z(x). Fix points x0 and x,+r which satisfy a < x0 < x1 
and x, <x,+, < o. Completion of the proof involves the consideration of 
several cases with each case yielding a contradiction. 
Case 1. For the right (m,,..., m,)-focal point problem in question, we 
first consider the case where there exists 1 <j, g r such that m,O = 2k, k > 1, 
and y’S~o-l’(x) - z’~~@‘(x) does not change sign at x/,. We may assume that 
the difference is positive on (x,~- 1, x/,+ r) - {x,~}. Let r, and z2 be points such 
that xlio- 
I < 71 < xl0 < 72 < xI, + r. For future reference, choose E > 0 such that 
~‘QJ-~ (7J - ~‘~Jw-~‘(t,) > E, i = 1,2. 
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It follows by condition (B) that there is an E,, > 0 such that [x0,x,+ ,] is 
contained in the maximal interval of existence of any solution U(X) of (1) 
which satisfies 
Iu (i-“(xo) - ZyxJ < co, 1 <i<n. 
Let 
G E { (tl T*‘*V tjo9 7, ‘jo+ *3***9 t,, Cl 9 C2 9*-*9 C,)l 
xg < t, < t, < *” < tj, < 7 < t/,+1 < *‘* < t, < X,+1, 
Iz (i-l’(xo) - cl( < co, 1 < i < n}. 
G is an open subset of Rrtltn. Now define a mapping $: G + IF?‘+ ‘+PI via 
9(t 1 ,***, 7,..., t,, c, ,...> c,) 
= (t 1 )...) 7 )...) t,, u(t,), u’(t,) )..,) l.P-“(t’), dS”(t2), 
dsl+ “(t,) ,..., dS2-‘)(t2) ,..., u(sjo-l)(tj,) ,..., 
ds’o-*‘(tj*), u(sjo-1y5), u(s~o’(t,o+ ‘), lPjo  1’(t,o+ ‘),“., 
u(s~o+~-l’(tjo+l),..., ZP-i’(t,),..., U(s~-l’(tr)), 
where U(X) is the solution of (1) satisfying the initial conditions 
u(~-~)(xJ = cI, 1 < i < n. Condition (B) implies the continuity of solutions of 
initial value problems for (1) with respect o initial conditions, which in turn 
implies the continuity of 0. Moreover, since each right (il ,..., i,, ,)-focal point 
boundary value problem for (1) has at most one solution on (a, b), 4 is one- 
to-one on G. Since G is an open subset of R’+lt”, it follows from the 
Brouwer invariance of domain theorem that ((G) is an open subset of 
R r+ lt ‘, that 4 is a homeomorphism from G to $(G), and that d- ’ is 
continuous on d(G). 
Thus, for xj, ( z2 ( xj,+, as fixed above, there is a 6, > 0 such that, for 
0 < 6 < 6,, there is a solution ug(x) of (1) such that [x0, x,+ ,] is contained 
in the maximal interval of existence of u8(x) and such that U&(X) satisfies 
U(d)(Xk) = F’(x&, s,-,<i<s,-- 1,l <k<j,- 1, 
uf’(x,J = z(i’(x,o), sj,-1<i<sj,-3 (omitted if mj, = 2), 
~~h-*~(xj,) =z(sjo-*~(xj,) + 6, 
@- 1’(72) = z(Slo-- 1)(z2), 
and 
Uf’(Xk) = z(‘)(xJ, sk-, < i 6 sk - l,j, + 1 Q k < r. 
This follows from the fact that $(G) is an open set and (x1,..., xi,, z2, 
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X. Jot 1 9.-a) x,, 2(x,), z’(x&.., z’“-“(x,)) E G. 4-l is continuous, and so it 
follows that 
lim z@(x) = z(‘)(x) 
LO+ 
uniformly on [x o, x ,,+,I, for 0 <i ( IZ - 1. Now recall that by our above 
choice of e ycsjo-l)(7,.) - ,@jo-f) (Zi) > E, i = 1, 2. Furthermore, y(Q-l'(x) -. 
z(‘jo+)(x) > d on (xi,-, , xj,+ r) - {xi,}, and so it follows that, for 6 
sufficiently small, there are points to and u. with 7, < To < xjo < u. < 72 
such that u~-~)(~~) = y(Sjo-l)(ro) and z@-~)(cJ~) = y(Sjo-l)(oo), Recall also 
that ug)(xj,) = yci)(xjO), si,- r < i < sj, - 3. Thus, by repeated applications 
of Rolle’s theorem, there exist points r, ,..., &,j0-2, 0, ,..., umj,-2 with 
to < r1 < *-* < rmj0-2 < Xj, < (~,,,~~-2 < *** < ~1 < ~0 such that 
and 
U’+l+k)(uk) = y’s~o-~+k’(uk), O<k<mjo-2. 
One more application of Rolle’s theorem gives a point &,0-, with &,,0-z ( 
&,, _ , < u,,~ - z such that 
#(g’o-‘+*J~-‘)(~~,~-~) = y(%-l+mJ~-l)(rmJ~-l). 8 
Thus, in particular, we have points to < c, < e.. < &,,JO-l < u. such that 
ur;Jo-l+ k’(<k) = y’SJ~-‘+k’(<k), O<k,<m,o- 1. 
(Note here that Sag-, + mj, - 1 = Sj, - 1.) 
Moreover, 
#p(xk) = y”‘(x,), sk_,,<i~sk-l,l~k~jo-l, 
j,+l<k&r. 
Thus ug(x) and v(x) are distinct solutions of a right (i, ,..., ire, t,Jj-focal 
point problem for (1) which contradicts the maximality of r. Thus, we 
conclude the impossibility of Case 1. 
When the Brouwer invariance of domain theorem coupled with other 
hypotheses is cited in later instances, the above argument is typical of the 
one which would be employed in those instances. 
Case 2. Analogous to Case 1, for the right (m,,...,m,)-focal point 
problem in question, we now consider the case where there exists 1 ,< j, Q r 
such that m,, = 2k + 1, k > 1, and y’“Jc+‘(x) - z”Jd(x) changes sign at x,,. 
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Assume that the difference is negative on (x,,-, , x,,) and positive on 
( x/,, x/,+ r). The remainder of the argument in this case proceeds similar to 
the one in Case 1. Let r, and r2 be points such that x/,-~ < r, < xj, < 
fl < xjo+ 1. Choose E > 0 such that ( y ‘sJo-l’(r,) - z(~J~-~)(~JJ > E, i = 1, 2. 
As in Case 1, from the hypotheses, the maximality of r, and the Brouwer 
invariance of domain theorem, we can argue that there is a 6, > 0 such that, 
for 0 < 6 < 6,, there is a solution U&(X) of (1) such that [x,,, x,+ r] is 
contained in the maximal interval of existence of ug(x) and such that U*(X) 
satisfies 
lQ(XR) = P(x&, s,-,<i<s,- 1, I <k,< j,-- 1, 
up<x,,> = Z(‘)(XJo), sJo- I < i < sJ, - 3 (one term if mJO = 3), 
uIIs’o-2yxJo) = z’sJo-*‘(xjo) + 6, 
$Jo- ‘)(r*) = #S/o- l)(Q), 
and 
#f)(Xk) = ZCi)(Xk), s,-,<i<s,-1, j,+l<k<r. 
Further, as in Case 1, 
jiF+ zQ(x) = z(‘)(x) 
uniformly on [x ,,, x r+ ,I, for 0 < i < IZ - 1. Then by continuing exactly as in 
Case 1, the same contradiction arises, and we conclude the impossibility of 
Case 2. 
Case 3. For the right @I,,..., m,)-focal point problem for (1) which we 
are considering, we now examine the case where some mjo = 2k, k > l,j, # r, 
and y%l)(x) - z (‘JO-~‘(X) changes ign at x,,. 
Now it must be the case here that in addition to y’“(xJ0) = z(‘)(xJo)9 
sJo-r < i < slo - 1, we also have y’“Jo’(x,,) = z(‘Jo’(x,a). Furthermore, the zero 
of y’sJo-l’(x) - z’~Jo-~‘(x) at xi0 must be of odd multiplicity. This differs from 
the situation encountered in Case 1. While it might have been possible in 
Case 1 that y’sJo’(xjo) = z(~Jo)(x,~), it nevertheless had to be the case that the 
zero of y’sJo-l’(x) - z(’ - ) Jo I (x) at xJo was of even multiplicity. 
To resolve this problem, we consider the uniqueness of solutions of a type 
of boundary value problem for (1) which is not of the right focal point type. 
Thus, assume now that y”J~-~‘(x) - z(‘J~-~)(x) is negative on (xi,- 1, xjo) and 
positive on (XJ,, xJ,+l). Choose r, and r2 such that xJoP1 < t, ( 
XJo<t2 <xJo+l, and choose E > 0 such that ] y(‘J~-~‘(r,) - z’~Jo-~‘(z,)I > E, 
i= 1,2. 
Now given ~<t,<...<tJ~_,<~<t,~<tJ~+~<...<t,<b and y,,Em, 
sk- I < i < sk - 1, 1 < k < r, it follows from Rolle’s theorem and uniqueness 
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of solutions of each right (i i ,..,, Q-focal point boundary value problem for 
(I), where s=r+mjO or s=r+m, o - 1, that the boundary value problem 
for (1) satisfying 
u”‘(t,) = Yfk, s,-,<i<s,- 1,l <k< j,- 1, 
u’sJ4e = Ys,o-l,,o’ 
u(‘)O,J = Yt+ 1 Jo, sjoel <i<q, - 2, (*I 
~(s’~-lY~,o) = Ys,o,,o+ 1,
U”‘($,+J = Yl,lo+l 9 sjo+ 1 < i<s,,+, - 1 
(omitted if m,O+l = l), 
and 
u”‘(t,) = Y, 9 s,-,<i<sk-l, j,+2<k<r, 
has at most one solution on (a, b). 
It follows from the hypotheses, the uniqueness of solutions of boundary 
value problems for (1) of type (*), and the Brouwer invariance of domain 
theorem that there is a 6, > 0 such that, for 0 < 6 < 6,, there is a solution 
U&Y) of (I), such that [x,,, x,+r] is contained in the maximal interval of 
existence of ad(x) and 
up<x,> = z(*)(xJ, sk-,<i<sk-l, l(k<j,-1, 
Upo-qq) = z%qq), 
uyyx,o) = z(‘)(x,J, sjoel Q i < sjo - 2, 
#po-yx,J = z’%- yxjo, + 6, 
4%,o+ 1) = z(%,o+ I>, sjo+ 1 QiQsjo+,- 1 
(omitted if m,,+, = l), 
#)(x,) = z([)(xJ, sk-r <i<sk- l,j,+2(k(r, 
and such that 
lim Us” = z(‘)(X) Lo+ 
uniformly on [x0, x,+ i , ] for 0 < i < n - 1. Hence, again by our choice of E 
and the fact that y”~o-~‘(x) - z (‘/O-I)(X) is negative on (x,,- r, x,,) and positive 
on (xi,, x,~+ J, it follows that, for 6 sufficiently small, there are points p. and 
o. with r1 < p. < x,~ < o. < rz such that 
~b”‘o-“@o) = y(%-qpo) 
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and u~kqlJo) = y’vo-“((J,). 
We also have that u~‘~(x,,) = y(‘)(xJ, for sioPl < i Q s,, - 2. Again, by 
repeated applications of Rolle’s theorem, there exist points pl,...,pmjo with 
PO < Pl < .e. < pm,0 < u. such that 
~~~-l+~)(p~) = y(Sjo-l+k)@k), O<k<m,o. 
(Note here that si,- i + mjo = sjo.) 
Moreover, 
lq(Xk) = y”‘(x,), s,+,<i<sk-1, l<k<j,-1, 
j,+2<k<r, 
mx,,+ 1) = Y’Tx,o+ 11, Sj,+ l<i<Sj,+l-l. 
But we then have that ug(x) and v(x) are distinct solutions of a right 
0 i ,..., Q-focal point boundary value problem for (1) where s = r + rnjO - 1 if 
m,o+l=l ands=r+mJOifmlo+i > 1. In either case, s > r, and consequently 
we have a contradiction to the maximality of r. Thus, Case 3 is impossible. 
Case 4. For our right (m, ,..., m,)-focal point boundary value problem for 
(1) on (a, b), we consider the case analogous to Case 3 where some 
mjo = 2k + 1, j, # r, and -P&-~)(X) - z ‘sjo-l’(x) does not change sign at x,~. 
Assume JJ’~~o-~‘(x) - z(~Io-~‘(x) is positive on (x/,-r , x,,+ r) - (xi,}. The 
remainder of this argument proceeds as the one presented in Case 3. Fix r, 
and r2 such that x,~-, < rr < xjO < r2 < x,,+ i , and choose E > 0 such that 
( y(sjo-l)(ri) - z(~~-~)(T,)I > e, i = 1, 2. 
Exactly as in Case 3, by the uniqueness of solutions of each right 
(i r,..., Q-focal point boundary value problem for (1) on (a, b) where 
s = I + m,, or s = r + mia - 1, Rolle’s theorem, the hypotheses, and the 
Brouwer invariance of domain theorem, it follows that there exists a 6, > 0 
such that, for 0 < 6 < So, there is a solution z+(x) of (1) such that [x0, x,+ r] 
is contained in the maximal interval of existence of Us and 
@(Xk) = z(yx/J, skel<iQsk-- 1, l<k<j,- 1, 
up-1y21) = z(%-~)(zl), 
U~'(Xj,) = Z"'(Xj,), Sj,- 1 < i < Sjo - 2, 
u~o-yxjo) = z(sjo-lyxjo) + 6, 
4%jo+ 1) = z%,o+ 11, sio+ 1 <i<s,o+I- 1 
(omitted if ml,+ 1 = l), 
zq(Xk) = z(yx&, s,-,gi6s,-l,jo+2gkgr, 
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and such that 
lim ail’(x) = zci’(x) 6-O + 
uniformly on [x 0, x r+l], for 0 < i < n - 1. Continuing as in Case 3, we reach 
the same contradiction. Thus, Case 4 is not possible either. 
Case 5. For the right (m, ,..., m,)-focal point boundary value problem for 
(1) in question, we consider in our last case various values of m,. 
(a) m, = 1: Then there exists 1 <j, < r - 1 such that mjo > 2. The 
impossibility of this subcase has been shown in Cases l-4. 
(b) m, > 1: There are two further subcases to consider here. Either (i) 
there exists 1 <j, <r - 1 such that mj, > 2 or (ii) mj = 1, for all 
l<j(r-1. 
As in (a), subcase (i) is not possible by Cases 1-4. We now demonstrate 
the impossibility of subcase (ii). Observe that in subcase (ii), the problem in 
question is a right (1, l,..., 1, n - (r - I))-focal point boundary value 
problem for (l), where n - (r - 1) > 2. The argument for (ii) involves the 
two possibilities: 
(ii,) y(io-l)(x) _ ,(io-l) (x) does not change sign at xj,, for some 
1 <j,<r- 1, or 
(ii*) y(j-l)(x) -zU-l) (x) changes sign at x,, for each 1 <j < r - 1. 
If (ii,) is true, it follows that y(jo-‘)(xjO) = z(‘o-~)(x~,) and 
Y”“(Xjo) = z(j”)(xj,), for some 1 (j, ( r - 1. Since the problem in question is 
of the right (I,..., 1, n - (r - I))-focal point type, z”-l)(xi) = y”- ‘)(xJ, 
1 < i < r - 1, and zci)(x,) = y(‘)(xI), r - 1 < i < n - 1, and so it follows by 
Rolle’s theorem that y(x) and z(x) are distinct solutions of a right 
1, m + 1, 1 ,..., y:.bj h” 1, m,)-focal point boundary value problem for (1) on 
, w ere mjo = 1, m, = 1, and s > r. The situation where s = r has been 
ruled out in Case 1, and if s > r, the maximality of r is contradicted. Thus, 
(ii r) is impossible. 
If (ii& holds, then for each 1 <j < r - 1, choose points rj and r; such that 
x,<r,<x,<~<r,<x,<t~<~~~<r,~,<x,~,<t~~,<x,~ By Rolle’s 
theorem and the maximality of r, we have that ] y’j-i’(x) -z”-“(x)/ > 0 on 
(Xj-, , Xj+r) - {xi}, for 1 <j < r - 1. Furthermore, by the maximality of r, 
we may assume, without loss of generality, that ~(~-“(x) > z(“-l)(x) on 
(q3 x;)+ ,). Fix t where x, < r < x,+ 1 and choose E > 0 such that 
/ yy,“l ,$jy 
Z”-“(5)) > E, ( y”-“(7;) - z(‘-‘)($)I > E, 1 <j < r - 1, and 
r z(“-l)(t)1 > E. Hypothesis (B) implies that there exists a 
60=Bo(c)>OsuchthatforanyO<6<60,(y”-1~(x,)- y,]<6, l<i<n, 
implies that (1) has a solution u8(x) such that r&‘)(x,) = yr, 1 Q i < n, and 
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lu$-‘j(x) - y”-“(x)1 < E on [x,,,x*+,], 1 < i < n. Take U(X) to be the 
solution of (1) satisfying 
t.P(x ) - r- y”‘(x ) rp O<i<n-2, 
and 
d” - “(X,) = y’” - “(X,) - r&/2. 
Since ]u”-r’(x) - y”-“(x)] < E on [x0,x,+ ,I, 1 < i Q n, it follows that, for 
each 1 <j < n - 1, there exists a point u, with rj < aj ( r; such that 
u(i- l)(uj) = z(j- 1) (uj). Furthermore, u(‘)(x,) = z”)(xr), I - 1 < i < n - 2. 
Moreover, u(“-‘)(x,) < z(“-l)(x,), whereas by our choice of E, 
U(n-lyr) > Z(n-l) (r). Hence, there is a point u with x, < u < t such that 
u(“-lyu) = z(“-l) (a). This implies that U(X) and z(x) are distinct solutions of 
a right (l,..., 1, i,, i,+,)-focal point boundary value problem for (1) on (a, b), 
where i, = n - r and i,, , = I,..., which again contradicts the maximality of r. 
Consequently, (ii*) is not possible, and this completes the demonstration as 
to the impossibility of subcase (b). 
Thus, based on the assumption that y(x) and z(x) are distinct solutions of 
the right (m, ,..., Q-focal point boundary value problem for (1) in question, 
each possible case leads to a contradiction. We conclude that our 
assumption concerning the existence of two such solutions is false, and this 
completes the proof. 
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